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An ex-Goldman boss sued the bank for more than £1 million in London after alleging a “chaotic” working
environment pushed him into a mental and physical health crisis.
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Ex-Goldman Boss Sues for £1 Million Over Mental Health Crisis
An ex-Goldman Sachs Group Inc. manager sued the bank for more than £1 million ($1.3 million) in Lond...
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The leader of Yemen’s Houthis threatens a big response to the US and its allies if they proceed with military
action against his group, which has been attacking ships in the Red Sea for almost two months.
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Houthi Leader Vows ‘Big’ Response to Any US Military Assault
The leader of Yemen’s Houthis threatened a “big” response to the US and its allies if they proceed with ...
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Nasir Alsharif’s Sackville Capital hired Benson Li as its head of investments, part of a pivot away from
publicly traded assets toward private markets.
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Ex-Goldman Banker’s Firm Pivots to PE With New Investment Chief
A money manager founded by a former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. executive is implementing a new busi...
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The Pentagon acknowledged it needs an injection of fresh ideas — and venture capital — to revive its
industrial base as the US seeks to gain ground lost to China.
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Pentagon Says Venture Capital Needed to Revive Defense Base
The Pentagon acknowledged it needs an injection of fresh ideas — and venture capital — to revive its in...
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Belichick mutually agreed to part ways on Thursday with New England Patriots owner Robert Kraft.
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Belichick Earned Over $200 Million Leading the Patriots. Now They’re Parting Ways
Over the course of his 24-year tenure leading the New England Patriots, Bill Belichick secured his place a...
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Citi trading veteran Paul Bakunowicz is leaving after 30 years after three decades as part of the firm’s
sweeping restructuring, sources say.
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Citi Trading Veteran Bakunowicz Exits After 30 Years Amid Revamp
Citigroup Inc.’s head of local markets foreign exchange trading for Europe, the Middle East and Africa is l...
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The Italian government says bonuses paid to the nation’s electricity grid operator were justified despite
rising costs to consumers, defending a practice raised in a Bloomberg News investigation.
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Italy Defends Power Grid Operator’s Bonus as Consumers Pay More
The Italian government said bonuses paid to the nation’s electricity grid operator were justified despite ri...
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Opinion: Good intentions don't always prevent worse outcomes.

BLOOMBERG.COM

Targeting Drug Middlemen Could Create More Loopholes
Lawmakers want to rein in pharmacy benefit managers. They should proceed with caution.
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Opinion: It can't be good for us to have tiny bits of plastic floating around in our bodies, right?
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We Don't Know How Worried We Should Be About Nanoplastics
It’s alarming to read that tiny plastic particles are floating around in our water, our food and even our bod...
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Hedge Funds Trading on M&A Catch a Break as Deals Signal Revival

BLOOMBERG.COM

Hedge Funds Trading on M&A Catch a Break as Deals Signal Revival
The tide finally seems to be turning for hedge funds that have struggled to make money in M&A arbitrag...
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